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BILATERAL RELATIONS
Francophonie Festival in China - Swiss Agenda
Published by eda.admin.ch, February 28th 2019
French is one of the four official languages in Switzerland. With nearly two million French speakers, Switzerland has
been a full member of the International Organization of La Francophonie since 1996. As a long-term participating country
of the Mois de la Francophonie festival, Switzerland has been working actively with other Francophonie countries to
showcase the diversity and modernity of the French language and culture. In March, the Embassy of Switzerland in
China and its consulates general in Shanghai, Chengdu, Guangzhou and Hong Kong will continue to bring a series of film
and music activities to the month-long celebration. The aim of the festival is to raise the awareness and respect of
cultural and linguistic diversity, to promote the French language, its culture and heritage, and sustainable development.

BUSINESS NEWS 
Callebaut Continues its China Market Expansion with New Office and CHOCOLATE ACADEMY(TM) Center in
Beijing
Published by asiaone.com, March 8th 2019
The Barry Callebaut Group, the world's leading manufacturer of high-quality chocolate and cocoa products, celebrates
today the opening of its new office and its new CHOCOLATE ACADEMY™ center in Beijing with customers (global and
local food manufacturers, as well as professional chocolatiers) and distribution partners. The new office and the new
CHOCOLATE ACADEMY™ center will provide better assistance to Barry Callebaut's local customers with onsite training
and application support. This latest investment reemphasizes the company's continuous efforts in growing its presence
in the region as well as an appreciation of the strategic importance of the Chinese market. Ben De Schryver, President of
Barry Callebaut Asia Pacific, said, "As a global leader in the chocolate industry, serving food manufacturers and
professional users of chocolate, we are excited about the great growth potential of China. Domestic chocolate production
is increasing, and we have experienced double-digit growth in China over the last four years. Our confidence in the
future development of the chocolate market in China, together with the desire to better serve our Chinese customers,
have prompted the expansion of our footprint and distribution network across China over the next few years."
 
Ruder Finn and Consumer Search Group Announce The 2019 China Luxury Forecast
Published by csg-worldwide.com, January 24th 2019
The 2019 China Luxury Forecast was jointly released on January 17th, 2019 in Hong Kong by Ruder Finn, one of the
world’s largest independent public relations firms, and Consumer Search Group (CSG), one of Asia’s leading market
research companies. This eighth edition of the report offers key performance indicators for the luxury product markets in
Mainland China and Hong Kong. The report also provides insight into the latest industry trends by analyzing consumer
behavior and preferences. Based on a survey of 1,385 consumers across Mainland China and Hong Kong, the 2019
China Luxury Forecast presents an in-depth analysis of luxury market activity in Greater China. Survey respondents
included 1,075 consumers in over 130 cities in China as well as 310 consumers in the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region. Among those surveyed, the average annual household income is RMB 1,400,930 in Mainland China and HKD
975,286 in Hong Kong. “The year 2019 marks the 10th anniversary of the China Luxury Forecast, through which we
have kept a close eye on the vicissitudes of China’s luxury goods market. What has remained unchanged over the past
10 years is that China and Chinese consumers are on an overall upward trajectory,” said Gao Ming, Senior Vice
President, General Manager Luxury Practice China, Ruder Finn Asia.

CULTURE & SOCIETY
Design Shanghai 6th Edition
Published by eda.admin.ch, March 5th 2019
Asia’s leading international design event is coming back to Shanghai in the stunning Shanghai Exhibition Center for the
pleasure of its audience. Swiss Designers and Exhibitors will present their work in this exciting context: Axent and Franke
will display their work at the Kitchen & Bathroom Design Hall, De Sede will represent Switzerland at the Contemporary
Design Hall and IQ Air will be present at the Classic and Luxury Design Hall. Futhermore, Design Shanghai launches this
year the New Material & Applications Hall cocurated by China’s leading new material brand Neuni. At this exhibition,
innovative materials and applications from Switzerland will be promoted, with other new materials made with the most
cutting-edge technologies and products. Swiss brands like Bananatex, Egli studio and Schoenstaub will bring their
products to the show, as well as EMPA (Swiss Federal Laboratories for material science and technology. Last but not
least, the “Swiss Banknotes” and their innovative AR technology, developped by the Swiss National Bank (©SNB) will
have a special place in the New Material & Applications Hall.
 
Chinese, Swiss Scientists Show How Promising Water-Splitting Catalyst Works
Published by xinhuanet.com, February 28th 2019
Chinese and Swiss scientists have unraveled the secret why a catalyst they discovered could split water into hydrogen
and oxygen to be used as a clean fuel. The study published on Tuesday in the latest edition of ACS Central Science
showed that the water-splitting catalyst had a "bifunctional mechanism" thanks to a cooperative action of two phase-
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separated components of iron and nickle oxides. Song Fang at China's Shanghai Jiaotong University and Hu Xile's lab at
Ecole Polytechnique Federale De Lausanne (EPFL) in Switzerland discovered the nickle-iron oxide catalyst three years
ago, which is robust, easy to synthesize and open to industrial applications. But since then, they hadn't had a clue why
the catalyst would be so active to render the oxygen evolution reaction, arguably the most difficult process in water
splitting. In the new study, the researchers found that a cooperative action of two phase-separated components of iron
and nickel oxides could overcome a previously identified limitation of conventional metal oxides where the reaction
occurred locally on only a single metal site. They also revealed a unique structure of the catalyst. It is made of
nanoclusters of two covalently linked chemical constructions, making it a water-splitting catalyst. Identifying ideal
materials that can split water is a long-standing problem in renewable energy storage.
 
Design Switzerland: Between Creativity, Functionality and Beauty
Published by prohelvetia.cn, February 25th 2019
Jewellery, clock and watch, Art Basel, these keywords associated with Swiss design have overwhelming PR impacts on
a global scale. People unfamiliar with the current scene of Swiss design might instinctively assume that it relies on fine
craftsmanship and aims at the high-end market, hence distances itself from the trend of times. This is far from the real
picture. For the second year, Pro Helvetia Shanghai, Swiss Arts Council is introducing three Swiss design studios to the
Shenzhen Creative Week, one of the most successful commercial fairs in China’s furniture and interior design industry.
The Design Switzerland booth presents the works of Swiss local brand schoenstaub as well as of Swiss designer/ group
Dimitri Bähler, Egli Studio and Matthieu Girel. These studios have claimed prestigious awards such as the Swiss Design
Award and Design Preis Schweiz, and were selected by Pro Helvetia to exhibit in 2018 at Milano Fuorisaloneor at
London designjunction. Works created by this young generation of designers at their 30s present a lively picture of Swiss
contemporary design. By introducing to Chinese manufacturers, investors, and brand managers during side events,
these Swiss designers embrace a unique opportunity to discover China’s creative industry and gain visibility.

GENERAL INTEREST
Anne Rochat Live Performance
Published by prohelvetia.cn, March 7th 2019
A certain insect bites the nervous centers of a caterpillar to paralyze it and thus serve as a meal for its descendants who
will hatch eggs that it lays next to it. He dies, this act is done. The praying mantis kills the male who impregnated it. In a
few words, Medium is the Message is a choreography-performance of extremes, of our life and death impulses. Anne
Rochat positions the human body at the centre of her artistic work, a body flexible and strong, subtle and athletic, wild
and acrobatic. Her postures are incongruous and a little absurd and lead her into offbeat situations, she expresses
herself with forbidden gestures we can only dream of engaging in ourselves. She has been awarded many notable
prizes including Prix Irène Reymond (2013), Prix Kiefer Hablitzel (2012), Bourse culturelle du Canton de Vaud (2011),
Bourse culturelle de la Fondation Leenaards (2010), Swiss Awards, Art Basel (2010). In 2017, she has completed a
formidable journey of “Hic & Nunc” across the Great Wall and Gobi areas, supported by Pro Helvetia Shanghai. The
video-performance realized during this research trip is showcased at A4 museum.

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING / MANUFACTURING

Belimo Increases Profitability and Innovative Capacity
Published by nasdaq.com, March 11th 2019
Belimo is looking back at a successful financial year: Sales in Swiss francs increased by 10.8% to CHF 642.4 million,
corresponding to a growth of 9.6% when adjusted for currencies. The Group has succeeded in achieving an operating
income (EBIT) of CHF 109.8 million, which equates to an EBIT margin of 17.1%. Net income rose with respect to the
comparison period by 11.3% to CHF 86.2 million. Return on equity (ROE) was 20.2%, while the return on invested
capital (ROIC) was 27.9%. Cash flow from operating activities increased by 38.4% to CHF 113.9 million. Free cash flow
amounted to CHF 94.3 million. For a strong continuation of its growth strategy, Belimo invested again a substantial
amount of CHF 47.2 million in research and development during the reporting period, compared to CHF 44.4 million in
2017. In the Asia Pacific market region, Belimo registered an outstanding sales growth of 13.4%, or 13.8% in currency-
adjusted terms. The increase in sales in China contributed the most to the positive sales growth for Belimo in Asia
Pacific. Belimo was also able to record solid sales growth in the HVAC markets in Hong Kong, India and Australia. The
share of sales for water and air applications was largely balanced in the region. In China, damper actuators, pressure-
independent control valves and butterfly valves were the main sales drivers.
 
ABB FIA Formula E Championship Heads to Hong Kong China
Published by abb.com, March 11th 2019
The ABB FIA Formula E Championship, the world's first fully-electric global motorsport series, brought electrifying wheel-
to-wheel action to the dramatic harbourfront in Hong Kong SAR, China. This was the 50th race in the championship’s
five-season history, as well as the first race in China since the 2018 launch of ABB’s milestone title partnership. While
driving the next phase of this exciting sports activity with breakthrough technology, ABB also provided the customized
fast charging solution for the Jaguar I-PACE eTROPHY that supports the headline ABB Formula E Championship. As
round 5 of the ABB FIA Formula E Championship, the 2019 Hong Kong E-Prix engaged 22 drivers in 11 teams, around
10 turns on the 1.85-kilometre track on the city’s harbourfront. The newly-launched Gen 2 car raced by all teams has
almost double the energy storage capacity of its predecessor and twice the range. It can accelerate from 0-100km/h in
2.8 seconds with a top speed of 280km/h. Thanks to the technological advances of the Gen2, drivers and teams are now
able to complete a full race without making a mid-race car swap.
 
ABB Technologies Power a Record-Breaking Bridge-Tunnel-Link in China
Published by abb.com, March 6th 2019
Constructing a 55-kilometer-long water crossing destined to become a vital transportation link for a region of 11 major
cities is an engineering challenge of breath-taking proportions. This remarkable feat of structural design, a landmark
bridge and tunnel combination that spans the Lingdingyang waters of China’s Pearl River Estuary, was made viable in
part through innovative solutions pioneered by ABB. Officially opened October, 2018 the bridge shortens travel times
between the Chinese mainland and Hong Kong and Macao, trimming a three-hour drive to a more-efficient half-hour trip.
The hybrid bridge-tunnel roadway design avoids interference with flights using the nearby Hong Kong International
Airport, and by routing a 6.7 km stretch underwater, ships can pass through the Lingdingyang channel, one of the world’s
busiest waterways, in open water. The tunnel section, burrowing as deep as 48 meters below the sea bed, presented
daunting operational challenges. Most critical was the need for a ventilation system that assures the air inside will remain
breathable despite the constant flow of exhaust fumes from vehicles driving through. Multiple sets of powerful jet fans,
suspended from the tunnel ceiling, help extract unhealthy engine exhaust and circulate fresh air.
 
Novartis: Cosentyx China Study Shows Rapid Response, High Efficacy in Psoriasis
Published by businessinsider.com, March 4th 2019
Swiss drug major Novartis AG (NVS) announced Monday that its data confirmed rapid response and high efficacy of
Cosentyx in psoriasis patients for first time in China. The new data of 441 Chinese patients with moderate to severe
plaque psoriasis is from a Phase III study investigating the efficacy and safety of Cosentyx (secukinumab). The data is
part of a broader ongoing 52 week Phase III study in 543 patients. Cosentyx is a targeted biologic and the first and only
fully-human treatment that specifically inhibits IL-17A, a cornerstone cytokine involved in the inflammation and
development of psoriatic disease, including psoriasis or PsO, psoriatic arthritis or PsA and ankylosing spondylitis or AS.
The study showed that close to 9/10 patients who received Cosentyx 300mg achieved clear or almost clear skin during
the first 16 weeks of treatment, with rapid onset of relief seen as early as week 3. The company noted that Cosentyx is
backed by a wealth of research with 100 studies and has been proven to offer clear or almost clear skin in 8 out of 10
patients within 16 weeks of treatment. Nearly 100% of response rates are maintained up to 5 years.
 
BANK / FINANCE / INSURANCE
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The Art Market 2019
 Published by artbasel.com, March 11th 2019
Art Basel and UBS present The Art Market, an annual global art market analysis. The Art Market covers all aspects of the
international market and highlights the most important developments in the previous year. The Art Market 2019 aims to
set a new benchmark for art market analysis. The report, an independent and objective study, analyzes the global art
market by looking at its different segments such as gallery business, auction houses, changing patterns of global wealth
and art collecting, art fairs, online sales, and the economic impact of the art market in general. The finding shows sales in
the global art market in 2018 reached USD 67.4 billion, up 6% year-on-year. The sales in the three largest markets of
the US, the UK, and China accounted for 84% of the global market’s total value in 2018: The US was the largest market
worldwide, accounting for 44% of sales by value. The UK regained its position as the second largest art market (21%)
and China was the third largest with 19%.
 
Julius Baer Ramps Up in China
Published by finews.com, March 11th 2019
Swiss wealth manager Julius Baer appointed a new group head for the greater China region. He was most recently
market head for Hong Kong at Standard Chartered Private Bank. Bank Julius Baer appointed Raymond (Ray) Li as new
group head for the greater China region, according to a statement sent on Monday. He is based in Hong Kong and will
be responsible for growing and strengthening the bank’s franchise in the greater China market. The term refers to a
geographic region that includes China, Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan. Raymond Li has more than two decades of
experience in private banking. Prior to his function at Standard Chartered, he held senior wealth management roles at
Barclays Private Bank and Lloyds Bank. He will report to David Shick, head of private banking in the greater China
region at Julius Baer.
 
HOSPITALITY / TOURISM / RETAILS

Revised Law to Facilitate Foreign Investment in China: Nestlé CEO
Published by globaltimes.cn, March 10th 2019
The draft revision of the Foreign Investment Law, which is under review during China's two sessions, marks an important
measure of the country's reform and opening-up, said a senior executive of a transnational company. "With three laws
merged into one, the new law will have unified requirements and standards for foreign-invested enterprises in China,
making it easier for foreign investors to understand the foreign investment access system and its requirements. This will
be a big step forward in facilitating investment," Rashid Qureshi, chairman and CEO of Nestle, told the Global Times
over the weekend. The previous approval policy for foreign investment has been replaced by a notification system, which
simplifies the process of entry and operation for foreign enterprises in China and creates a more favorable investment
environment, Qureshi said. The new law will strengthen the protection of intellectual property rights of enterprises
investing in China and ban any move to force foreign companies to provide technology transfers to Chinese partners, he
added. The draft of the Foreign Investment Law will be submitted to the second session of the 13th National People's
Congress for deliberation, according to an explanatory document on the draft released to the press on Friday, the Xinhua
News Agency reported.

Luxury Defies China Slowdown Fears
Published by businessoffashion.com, March 6th 2019
From Richemont to Kering, some of the biggest names in luxury reported strong growth in their end-of-year results, with
the majority citing the Chinese market as a key driver. Estée Lauder gained 15% in February on the back of strong
quarterly results, prompting the beauty group to upgrade its forecasts for the current financial year. Richemont appears
to be one of the prime beneficiaries of the China relief rally this month. The jewellery and watch group gained almost
12%, with sharp rises in its share price coinciding with the announcement of Hermès and Kering results. Kering gained
almost 10% this month due to yet another set of market-pleasing results.

LEGAL / TAX / CONSULTING / SERVICES
 
EHL Named World’s Top Hospitality School
Published by thepienews.com, March 11th 2019
Switzerland’s Ecole Hôtelière de Lausanne has taken the top position in the 2019 QS World University ranking for
Hospitality & Leisure Management Universities, after celebrating its 125th anniversary and earning a highly coveted
Michelin star. The EHL Group, which includes EHL, Swiss School of Tourism and Hospitality and consulting and
executive training company EHL Advisory Services was one of three Swiss hospitality & leisure management institutions
to make the top five in this year’s rankings. While second place went to the University of Nevada in Las Vegas,
Switzerland’s Les Roches Global Hospitality Education took out third and Glion Institute of Higher Education took the
fourth position. The Hong Kong Polytechnic University situated on China’s south coast rounded off the top five. EHL
Group CEO Michel Rochat reacted to the latest news by describing it as “an important indicator that we are doing things
the right way”. “As we celebrate our 125th anniversary, we celebrate a unique heritage that enriches all our programs,
from our professional training in our Graubünden school SSTH, to our university programs here in Lausanne. “The title of
world number one is an honour and a responsibility that helps us uphold our promise to open the doors to the best career
opportunities for our students,” he added.
 
FTZ Leads the Way as Wealth Management Demand Grows
Published by shine.cn, March 7th 2019
March 7th was the first day of the first semester at the IfFP Swiss Wealth Management Professional Training Center —
the first foreign-funded financial training institute on the Chinese mainland. The center at 1599 Xinjinqiao Road in the
China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone was granted approval last September. Its parent, Zurich-based Institute for
Financial Planning (IfFP), was established in 1995 and since then has played a leading role in the field. Jessica Zhong,
chief executive officer of the training center, told Shanghai Daily that China’s wealth management market was huge and
the "Shanghai free trade zone has opened a door for us." According to Credit Suisse Global Wealth Report 2018, China’s
total household wealth exceeded US$50 trillion, surpassing Japan for the first time and ranking second, behind the
United States, in the global wealth list. Over the next five years, China’s wealth will grow further by USD 23 trillion,
accounting for 19% of global wealth by 2023, the report said. Dr. Felix Horlacher, CEO of IfFP, expressed his confidence
over Shanghai’s further opening-up in the financial sector, particularly after the Shanghai free trade zone administrative
committee introduced 25 measures, across six key sectors, to refine the current level of related services and incentives
on offer within the FTZ. Horlacher emphasized that the training center has combined proven useful experience from
Switzerland with local practices to make the course down to earth and easy to understand for students.

Looking for more news? Go to SwissCham’s Website.
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